1. Partitioning large (e.g. chromosomal) alignments into ancestry blocks is a common step in 22 phylogenomic analyses. However, current solutions require complicated analytical assumptions, 23 or are difficult to implement due to excessive runtimes and unintuitive documentation. 24
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Additionally, most methods require haplotype phasing, which is often intractable for non-model 25 studies. 26 2. Here, I present an efficient and rapid solution for partitioning large genome alignments into 27 ancestry blocks, which better accommodates non-model diploid organisms in that phasing 28 information is not required a priori. 29 4 assumption (Hudson & Kaplan, 1985) , and rapidly resolves a most parsimonious set of 67 recombination events to yield non-overlapping intervals which are both unambiguously defined 68 and consistent regardless of processing order. These sub-alignments are then suitable for separate 69 phylogenetic analysis, or as a 'first pass' which may facilitate parallel application of finer-70
resolution (yet more computationally intensive) methods. 71 72 73
Program Description 74
For ease of application, inputs are required to follow the widely used VCF format 75 (Danecek et al., 2011) . Users may provide parameter settings as arguments in the command-line 76 interface which can restrict block delimitation to a certain chromosome (<-c> flag), with the 77 option to additionally target a region via start (<-s>) and end (<-e>) coordinates. Parallel 78 computation is also possible (<-t>) for particularly large alignments. After parsing user-inputs, 79 the workflow of FGTpartitioner is as follows: 80
(1) For each SNP, perform four-gamete tests sequentially for rightward neighboring records, 81 up to a maximal physical distance (if defined; <-d>) and stopping when a conflict 82 (='interval') is found. Intervals are stored in a self-balancing tree. When using 83 multiprocessing (<-t>), daughter processes are each provided an offset which guarantees 84 a unique pairwise SNP comparison for each iteration 85 was not found to impact runtimes. 122 BA3-SNPS-autotune was used to find optimal mixing parameters for each run, with 123 exploratory analyses employing 10,000 MCMC generations in length. A maximum of 10 124 exploratory analyses were conducted for each data file. The number of repetitions required to 125 find optimal mixing parameters was recorded for each, and mixing parameters verified to 126 produce adequate MCMC acceptance rates (i.e., 0.2 < acceptance rate < 0.6). All tests were 127 performed on a computer equipped with dual Intel Xeon E5-4627 3.30GHz processors, 265GB 128 RAM, and with a 64-bit Linux environment. Since neither program is multithreaded, a single 129 processor core was used per analysis. 130 
